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------ dedicated to the ensemble zero



Streams
Scoring:
------ Flute: piccolo (Picc), f lute (Fl) and altof lute in G (Af l)
 Clarinet: clarinet in Bb (Kl) and bassclarinet in Bb (Bcl)
 Accordion
 Drums: 
 a) marimbaphone
 b) drum set (Drset): bassdrum D4; 2 snares B4 (Piccolo), C5; 4 toms F4, A4, D5, E5; hihat x   
 on D4, with stick on F5; 4 cymbals x on G5 (ride), A5 (crash), B5 (china), C6 (splash);     
 tambou triangular note on F5; 2 bongos circled note on C5, E5; cowbell x on A4
 c) ritual set (Rit-Set): bass drum D4 (x on the edge); big Tamtam F4 (x on the edge); 2   
 templebells A4, B4; 3 china gongs E5, F5, G5

Placement:
------ On stage facing the audience, from left to right: f lute, drums (marimba and drumset), accordi- 
 on and clarinet. This placement is mandatory as it was included in the spatial modulation of   
 the sounds.
 The ritual set of percussion should be placed on a platform as far back on the stage as possible   
 (maximum distance from the audience).

Remarks:
------ pulsar_1 is written for four live instruments and computer.
 All the computer music was created by the composer in his private studio in Würenlingen and   
 processed for spatial modulation using the Ambisonics procedure. (to get infos about Ambisonics  
 see Institute for Computer Music and Sound Technology, www.icst.net). 
 In performance, a sound system of at least four loudspeakers placed around the audience is   
 required. All the computer music is played as a “B format” on a so-called Ambiplayer.  

------ Software for producing the computer sounds:
 a) Digital Performer 5.1 as a sequencer
 b) Sound modules: MachFive 1 and 2 (MachF) as a general sampler (with its own sound 
 libraries) /  MOTU Ethno Instrument (Ethno) 1.0.1 / MOTU Symphonic Instrument (MSI) 
 1.1.3 / Plugsound Pro (PsoundP.) 1.0.4 / Stylus RMX 1.5.1 / Absynth 3 und 4.
 
------ The live musicians are coordinated individually with the computer using four independent click  
 tracks. 
 A performance of the piece thus requires a system that conveys the metrical and tempo informa- 
 tion on the click tracks to the musicians. Up to now, this has been done using audio transmissi- 
 on via small headphones.

------ This score is written with the technique of temporal counterpoint, i.e. several layers of tempo   
 run simultaneously at almost any given point.
 Each of the seven sections is assigned a specific tempo ratio notated in the following form at the  
 opening of the section (and on each subsequent page): first the grid ratios, followed after the   
 slash by the tempo ratios in the smallest possible numbers. The real metronome marks (MM)   
 are then multiples of the tempo numbers.
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